Lighting Your Candle And Fanning Your Flame

“In the business of helping other people, what you have LIVING in your heart will surely be more important than that piece of paper you’re holding in your hand.”

1. We must live our lives looking forward, yet MEANING often comes as we look back over our shoulder.

2. Most of us are doing too much, PRUNE your life.

3. In whose BALCONY can you be found?

4. We must have DREAMS—speak of things that aren’t as though they were.

5. Don’t let the sun go down on your ANGER with anyone.

6. Being SELF-AWARE is of greater value than having SELF-ESTEEM.

7. Keep things in perspective.

8. Don’t make others guess how you feel about them—AFFIRM them often or they just might guess the worst.

9. IMAGES not WORDS will be the language of the 21st Century.

10. We can do without many things but not—INTEGRITY.

11. What do people see when they see you?

12. Positive regard is not just a feeling—it’s a DECISION.

13. Be men and women of great COMPASSION.

14. A compelling VISION makes you BIGGER and BETTER than you were before.

15. Sometimes life gets real hard, but it’s really just INSERVICE TRAINING—so separate the URGENT from the IMPORTANT.
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